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2 lines Hindi Shayari Nader Shah: Where do you live zakaria khan- horse riding and nadar shah - who spends the night #ਕ_Labour_Ekta_Zindabadแบงปนบน Whats ,,,, ❣️app no politics can apply to the ridge #ਜ#ਉਡ ----  ♠ ️brabra ♠ ️  ✌   . No electricity, no power. No water, no water, no talking. No one's there, and people are looking for a good cause right
now, why keep an eye on me? 'Ab Mujhe, at kaabat ke siva ab baaab ke baaab ko share in whatsapp one arm right and the other left, brother found god sabbi share in whatsapp bewafa shayari Hindi page 2 all Hindi status and punjabi status daily update in all languages 2 lines Hindi Shayari bad Hoo Sahib, just good, bad, ! ️  but they never ask you to lie at all♡♡ I'm not diva,
share on Whatsapp: I need someone's support to give us my mother's prayers. I never thought we were rich because #ਵਕਤ #ਲਪੇੜมีชีวิตมากมาย! Share #ਕ #ਕ Whatsapp #ਸਮਝผูคน  people who       , destroying  act dishonestly !!!! Share on Whatsapp.  you come to you and come to you and come to   minutes.  The World Ni Share on
Whatsapp Bewafa Shayari Hindi Page 3 categories all Hindi status and Daily Punjabi status updated in all languages, Hindi Cheyari says you are a good person. I said, Kamleh, how are you Kanchuria, and how did our vir leave us? Share on Whatsapp what God uses, what makes you dear, dear, if you are more than you want, you will  Shayari Hindi Page 10 categories all
Hindi status and Punjabi status daily updated in all languages 2 lines Hindisha #ਠਕੁਰ #ਜ #ਚ #ਜริ#ਖੁਸ਼ The #God#ਹ #ਹਰ #ਖੁਸ਼ Our  He got closer to him, ❤ ☀️ ♥ ️ . ❤ love  share on Whatsapp is always good, but will you always point your finger at your opponents, always share in Whatsapp find Mahi's house, where the question is all the way? One thing is for sure, I'm
going to die one day and I'm surprised to see that you have to remember. But don't wait to share on the Whatsapp bewafa shayari Hindi Page 11 category, all Hindi status and daily Punjabi status, updated in all languages 2 Line Hindi Shayari often loses the reputation of people who are not listed without hard work. You can write it down, you have to remember ❤ ❤⏱ I was at
that time ! #Pee   . If someone slaps   ♂ ️, shares on Whatsapp, respects everyone for a long time, as long as they stay like the next !!!. Share on Whatsapp What is the secret of the heart that people do their actions? Share on Whatsapp   John Se #Royal  #bullet Share a Date Whatsapp  Ham, Vaughn, Dosty,  <8> Jan, , Learn how to live
forever Share on Whatsapp Bewafa Shayari Hindi Page 12 categories, all Hindi status and daily Punjabi status. Update all languages 2 lines Hindi Chayari The liver is broken on the head of the liver and ♠♠ is a beautiful and beautiful thing of the heart and is like God. Never be deceived by looking at the outside. Do not walk through the changing shape of age, time and time. �
� Din vich 100 100 A variety of fights, rhnda par, just a ton without the paddy of Share on Whatsapp Babe Bapu Diya Eye Star Bally. Otherwise it will be bad or bad, or no one is laughing, and one has to go out and learn to live  you have to live. You are the first to #ਗੈਰ  _DAUT ☕ #ਮ _ #ਕਬੂਲ  Share On Whatsapp: Jetta is very expensive, gets more
than diamonds and does high value while working hard, share in Whatsapp: we are noisy everywhere  you tell me what happened to you. Talk to your mouth whenever you need to. Don't listen to me back, Share on Whatsapp Bewafa Shayari Hindi Page 13 categories, all Hindi status and Punjabi status every day, updated in all languages, 2 lines Hindi, Shasha, #ignore
#Chat #MODIสิ่งที่ฉันกําลังทําอยู #Laden #Gl #nhi #tere #skde #Gl #aw #bina #ni #reh Share On Whatsapp, is your 'rush' with the little things, how can I tell you what 'heart' you want to do? I have to lose love or someone else wants it. Share on Whatsapp  Scan  categories Don't know what magic is crazy and people say what love is shared in Whatsapp Tu Dil Di Ki Gall
Karda, Mai Jaan v Tetho Vaar Diya, ❤❤ Kisse Chiz Di Had Hundi Ae, Mai Uss to Vadd Tenu Pyaar Kara Share on Whatsapp jOdiYa  #bnAake bhEy ra #duNiya  chOo_ b #diLan  #jAnda aWw_ ☎️ ❤ . When you  your phone number, you're not going to be ♤ reasons to look at it...you took a dash to me..now kith-kith-kitho....in your own way you are evil ♤ share
on whatsapp share on the secrets of the people who made their deeds and go to the garden, always the secret of gardening to what is    #likeไดรับการบอกเลาเกี่ยวกับเรื่องน้ี The first one is you, and now we're careless, too. � is not Samanda Karte, sir, sir, share on Whatsapp, good time, God's hand! Share whatsapp sister's marriage story too I'm not going to let my pride
crumble.    ✅    Share On Whatsapp: The value of keeping your neck straight is worth while lying down shamefully and words are gone for everyone when you're praised. When you are condemned, the deaf speak !!!!. When are we going to be the last? We'll tell you when you'll be called, share on Whatsapp ✌️ win the world.  ☺ ️ #  on Whatsapp Bewafa
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